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ABSTRACT 

 

Project Xtinct has created a positive impact as it educates people to protect endangered              

animals in Southeast Asia (SEA) via resources that appeal to HCI students and the              

general public.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Rationale 

People have limited opportunities to engage with conservationists and learn more about            

endangered animals. Hence, Project Xtinct aims to create resources that pique the            

interests and educate Hwa Chong students and the general public so that they can play               

their part in helping these endangered animals. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

Project Xtinct raises awareness for endangered animals in SEA and the ongoing            

conservation efforts to save them. It is hoped that our target audience can stop              

consuming products and other harmful activities that endanger these animals. 

 

1.3 Target Audience 

Our target audience is Hwa Chong students and the general public, between 10 to 30               

years old. We have chosen this age group as they are the next generation who will be                 

at the forefront for future conservation efforts. We hope that they will be empowered to               

spearhead more conservation initiatives.  

 

1.4 Resources 

The resources we have created are a set of card game, an Instagram page and a                

website. In the website, we have included quizzes, puzzles and an interview clip. 
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2 REVIEW 

The various resources on animal endangerment are extremely wordy, making it hard for             

readers to sift out the important information. These resources are unable to capture the              

attention of the readers. Information should be disseminated in a more concise manner.             

Interactive elements are also needed to better engage the readers. 

 

3 METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Needs Analysis  

An online survey was carried out among 50 people to look at their needs and ascertain                

the relevance of our project. We wanted to know how much our target audience knows               

about animal endangerment in SEA and whether they are interested to find out more.  

 

3.2 Survey Results 

 
Majority of our respondents are unaware of the problems faced by endangered animals,             

showing that our project is necessary to educate our target audience on this topic. 
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78% of respondents want to learn more about the endangered animals in SEA, showing              

that there is a high level of interest in our project. 

 

76% of respondents are interested in playing a board game to learn more about animal               

conservation. We have decided to change the board game to a card game because our               

game is more suitable to be played without a board.  
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Majority of respondents feel that our project is beneficial to society. Through Project Xtinct, we               

hope that more people would play their part in conserving endangered animals in SEA.  

 

3.3 Development of resources 

 

3.3.1 Card Game 
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We used Canva, a designing software to have visually appealing card designs. We             

printed the designs, cut them out, and pasted them on blank cards. Our card game               

includes four types of cards.  

 

Animal cards have varied number of healthpoints based on their level of endangerment.             

Detailed information about the animals can be accessed on our website. Damage cards             

damage the healthpoints of animals and educate players on the effects of humans’             

actions on wildlife. Heal cards heal the healthpoints of animals through various            

conservation efforts. This educates and encourages players to participate in the           

conservation efforts to save these animals. Special effect cards make the game more             

interesting and engaging for players.  

 

Our card game is an interactive way to gain relevant knowledge on endangered animals              

in SEA and raise awareness that people can play their part in protecting wildlife. 

 
3.3.2 Website 

Our website is made using Wix, a web developing software. Relevant information was             

collected from various online sources and shortened to be more concise. In addition, the              

instructions for the card game and all the game cards were uploaded. Our quizzes,              
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puzzles and Instagram page are also accessible on the website, making it a convenient              

one-stop platform to access our resource package. Below is a screenshot of our             

website.  

 

The website link is https://171513b.wixsite.com/projectxtinct 

 

3.3.3 Quizzes 

Four quizzes were made on our website by using Kahoot. The quizzes allow people to               

educate themselves and access their knowledge in a fun way. 
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3.3.4 Quiz Competition 

We hosted a quiz competition on Kahoot via our website. The winner was given a small                

prize. Through this competition, we were able to entice more people to find out more               

about the issue of animal endangerment and pique their interest on this topic. 
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Image: Winner of our quiz competition receiving his prize 

 

3.3.5 Puzzles 

Crossword puzzles and word searches were made using puzzle-generating sites.          

People can find out more about animal endangerment in SEA via a stress-free activity. 
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3.3.6 Instagram Account 

Our Instagram page has over 200 followers. We designed and uploaded our own             

posters on various endangered animals in SEA. These posters capture our viewers’            

attention, making them interested to know more about our project. 

 

 

3.3.7 Interview 

We conducted an online interview with Mrs Roopali Raghavan, a wildlife protection            

ambassador from Wildlife Reserves Singapore. The interview provides insights on          

conservation efforts for endangered species in Singapore and SEA. This helps people            

to understand how pressing and urgent the issue of animal endangerment is. 

 

The questions asked are: 

1. What are some pressing issues or problems you face in carrying out            

conservation efforts?  

2. Are there enough measures or initiatives in SG/SEA to tackle this problem of             

wildlife endangerment? 

3. How can Singaporeans play an active role in mitigating this issue? 
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4. Do you think Singaporeans are doing enough? 

5. Where should Singaporeans go and what should they do if they are willing to              

invest their time into this cause?  

 

 

 

 

3.4 Pilot Test 

A pilot test was administered to 21 people. 62% of the respondents are from HCI while                

the rest are from the general public. They were asked to evaluate our products. The               

feedback given is positive. 
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Card Game: 
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We have also enlisted the help of our schoolmates to play and evaluate our card game.                

These are some photos of them during the pilot test.  
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Quizzes and Puzzles:  
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Image: One of our family members, a 10-year-old girl trying out our crossword puzzle 

 

Instagram posters:  
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4 OUTCOME AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Final Outcome 

Our project has obtained positive feedback as our resource package is engaging and             

effective. We have also taken advice from our friends to improve the website’s User              

Interface and ease of navigation. Project Xtinct has certainly provided our target            

audience with fun and interesting ways to learn more about endangered animals in             

SEA.  

 

4.2 Limitations and Possible Further Works 

 

1) Collaboration with Project Wildcare 

 

Initially, we wanted to collaborate with Project Wildcare, a service learning group            

that shares the same aims of protecting and conserving wildlife in SEA. Together             

with them, we wanted to organise nature walks and fundraising activities, as well             

as create resources to be used for these activities. However, due to the Covid-19              

situation, this collaboration could not happen as the nature walks were cancelled.            

We could not reach out to a greater audience and maximise the impact of our               

project. Furthermore, our pilot testing became restricted. Due to possible spread           
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of the virus through the sharing of cards, we were unable to conduct pilot testing               

for our card game with students from other schools.  

 

2) Expansion of Resources 

 

If we can continue with our project, there are improvements we want to make for               

our products. We want to create more Instagram posts, hold more Kahoot            

competitions, make more quizzes and puzzles, add more cards to our card game             

and improve the quality of our cards.  

 

5 CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, Project Xtinct was a challenging project as we had limited prior             

knowledge about endangered animals in SEA. We had to learn about endangered            

animals and the conservation efforts before creating the resources. Due to Covid-19, we             

were unable to meet physically for discussions and lacked motivation to work on the              

project. Nevertheless, we learnt how to split the tasks according to our strengths to              

maximise our limited amount of time. With perseverance and teamwork, we completed            

our resource package. Despite facing many obstacles in completing this project, we            

have overcome them as a group. 
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